(1) Shall We Bury McGutzky?

Some of you take as personal insults the wisecracks about "Brick" McGutzky. That might be the sign of a guilty conscience. If "Mac" really hurts you, here is your chance to vote NO. The Bulletin, wishing itself to practice the spirit of "Living for Others," does not want to use "Mac" against your will and asks you to vote tonight for or against this questionable character. Your vote will be followed. (Freshmen, not knowing McGutzky well, are entitled to only a half-vote on this question.) Mark your choice with X.

WE WANT McGutzky ...................... YES □ NO □

(2) What About Mondays?

For three Mondays running the Bulletin has been trying to run short, snappy paragraphs of purely local interest, sprinkled with spice and pepper. Do you want this new policy continued (at the risk of occasionally getting "hurt") or do you wish it curtailed?

WE WANT SPICE AND PEPPER ............... YES □ NO □

(3) Your Own Questions.

You read the Bulletins, we only write them. Sometimes you perhaps wish you were reading something else than what the editor writes. What subject do you want handled next on the Bulletin?

(4) The Poor Souls Novena.

Beginning this Thursday and running through Friday, November 11, nine Masses will be said for your deceased relatives and friends. Jot down here the names of those you wish to have remembered. Participate, yourself, in this Novena by attending the public prayers for the Poor Souls read these nine days at 5:00 P.M. in Sacred Heart Church. The following names will be placed on the altar where the Novena Masses are said:

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________